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Editor’s Letter

Spring is finally approaching! As each day passes, the daylight
hours get longer, the temperatures rise, and as the snow melts, I
eagerly await to see my daffodils and parrot tulips to poke out of
the ground.
I enjoy preparing my beds—both flower and vegetable– in the
Spring. Here’s some of my key activities:


Germinate seedlings



Turn compost piles (once thawed)



Mulch beds with mature compost



Rake up yard waste left in beds over winter



Sharpen lawn mower blades



Harden off seedlings



Split hostas & other mature perennials and transplant



Plant vegetable garden

How do you prepare your yard for spring gardening?
Here’s to a great 2021!

Lindsay Jarvis
EHS Communications Director
communications@edmontonhort.com
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Calling for Volunteers
Established in 1909, the Edmonton
Horticultural Society has played a
major part of Edmonton’s community for
over 110 years.
EHS has three pillars of
focus for all our gardening programs:
Urban Beautification, Food gardening &
Sustainability.

The EHS has more members than ever
before, an active Facebook group, grantfunded staff and a strong board.
Recruitment activities have been
successful with exciting new program
ideas from the recruits and current board
members.
If you wish to volunteer and get involved,
please contact us at
president@edmontonhort.com
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AFFILIATE MEMBERS

CORPORATE MEMBERS

Alberta Horticultural Association

Arch Greenhouses
archgreenhouses.com

Millcreek Nursery
millcreeknursery.ca

Alberta Invasive Species Council

Cheyenne Tree Farms
cheyennetree.ca

Alberta Native Plant Council

City of Edmonton Building & Parks
edmonton.ca

Pegasus Publications
(Alberta Gardener)
localgardener.net

www.icangarden.com/clubs/AHA
www.invasiveplants.ab.ca
www.anpc.ab.ca

Alberta Regional Lily Society
www.arls-lilies.org

Cactus & Succulent Society of Alberta
www.albertacactusandsucculent.org

Calgary Horticultural Society
www.calhort.org

Classic Landscapes
classiclandscapes.com
Ellerslie Gift and Garden
ellersliegift.com

Colouring the Canadian Landscape Foundation

Greenland Garden Centre
greenlandgarden.com

Edmonton and Area Land Trust

Kuhlmann’s Market Garden
kuhlmanns.com

Edmonton Native Plant Group

Lee Valley Tools
leevalley.com

Edmonton Permaculture Guild

Manderley Turf Products
manderley.com

www.cclf.info
www.ealt.ca

www.edmontonnativeplantgroup.org
www.edmontonpermacultureguild.ca

Salisbury Greenhouse
salisburygreenhouse.com
Sunstar Nurseries
sunstarnurseries.com
Timbertrim Treeworks Ltd.
timbertrim.ca
University of Alberta Botanic
Garden
botanicgarden.ualberta.ca
The Wildbird General Store
wildbirdgeneralstore.com

Evergreen Garden Club

Josanne Thiessen at prairielily1@gmail.com

Friends of the Devonian Botanic Garden
https://friendsofuabg.org/

Glenora Gardening Club

Sheila Taschuk at shetaz77@gmail.com

Master Gardeners Association of Alberta
www.mgaab.org

Operation Fruit Rescue Edmonton
www.operationfruitrescue.org

Orchid Society of Alberta
www.orchidsalberta.com

Orchid Species Preservation Foundation
www.orchidspecies.ca

Sangudo & District Horticultural Club
Marlene Petersen at hpt1960@telus.net

St. Albert & District Garden Club
www.stalbertgardenclub.info

St. Albert Botanic Park

www.stalbertbotanicpark.com

Stony Plain Horticultural Society
www.sphsociety.ca

Strathcona Garden Club

Brenda Brooke at Brook_eb@yahoo.ca

Ukrainian Cultural Heritage Village

www.history.alberta.ca/ukrainianvillage

Wetaskiwin Horticultural Society
Barb Lucas at bmlucas@telus.net

Interested in becoming a discounter or Speaker
Series vendor?
Email us officeadmin@edmontonhort.com
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MEMBERS DISCOUNTS
EHS Members receive special pricing on non-sale
purchases at these fine vendors.*
All Seasons Garden Centre
Apache Seeds Ltd
Arch Greenhouses
Arrowhead Nurseries
Aspen Grove Nurseries
Aspen Ridge Greenhouse
Best Curb
BMR Greenhouses & Water Gardens
Canar Rock Products
Cannor Nurseries
Cheyenne Tree Farms
Ellerslie Gift & Garden
Flowers on 50th
Friends of the Devonian Botanic Garden
Jils Landscape Supply
Kuhlmann’s Market
LaRue Tree Certified Arborists
Lawnmower Hospital
Millcreek Nursery Ltd.
Organic Green
Prairie Gardens & Greenhouses
Salisbury Greenhouse
South Cooking Lake Greenhouses
Sunstar Nurseries
The Wildbird General Store
Timbertrim Treeworks
University of Alberta Botanic Garden
Wild Birds Unlimited

780-448-2385
780-489-4245
780-438-4349
780-472-6260
780-962-3148
780-464-5527
780-945-6787
780-986-0787
780-466-6650
780-987-9133
780-929-8102
780-988-6622
780-463-7673
780-221-6467
780-456-4848
780-475-7500
780-603-5317
780-437-1851
780-469-8733
780-444-5931
780-981-2272
780-467-5743
780-922-6765
780-472-6103
780-439-7333
780-449-8733
780-987-3054
587-521-2473

*A valid membership card and photo ID required. Offers subject to
change without notice.

CONTRIBUTORS
Lori Marquardson grew up in Lethbridge, Alberta but
wanderlust led her to study and work in the U.S., U.K., France,
Greece and Chile. After starting her own garden in Calgary, she
decided she wanted to go further with her knowledge and
completed a Master Gardener Program and then a Permaculture
Design Certificate. Now she’s figuring out how to have the
garden she wants while keeping her pup from digging it all up!
She also enjoys putting words together almost as much as putting
plants together.

Jane Starr is a retired librarian and long-time amateur
gardener with a tomato problem. She is also a Master
Composter/Recycler, the EHS Webmaster, and was on the
EHS Board for about 10 years. Growing food is her favourite
kind of gardening, at home and in her community garden plot.

Debbi Dickson received her Master Gardener Certificate
from the University of Alberta Botanic Garden in 2011 and from
the University of Saskatchewan in 2013. Debbi has been an
active EHS member and volunteer for a number of years
supporting FYIB, Outreach efforts, the Edmonton Valley Zoo
EHS Gardens, the Edmonton Public Library Highlands branch,
serving as EHS President from 2018-2020 and is currently
serving as past president.
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Elizabeth Atherton-Reid loves a garden bursting with beauty.
Vegetables are okay, but what she really goes for are big brassy
flowers that fill her eyes with pleasure. Elizabeth wants to be
charmed by trees and shrubs and interesting little nooks that
make her smile every time she walks by them (even if it was just
five minute ago!).

Susan Parker was born in Bury, England. She immigrated to
Canada with her husband in 1976 and became a Canadian citizen in
1983. She has two children and five grandchildren whom she enjoys
spending time with. Susan has been a member of the Edmonton
Horticultural Society since 1995. Susan has worked in a greenhouse
for almost 20 years. She has been involved in many gardening
community projects such as the Twin Brooks community garden, Front
Yards in Bloom and developing the Edmonton Valley Zoo vegetable
and pollinator gardens. She has won the EHS Passionate Gardener of
the Year.

Lindsay Jarvis grew up gardening on her family's homestead in
rural Alberta. Her fondest memories as a child include picking raspberries
with her Baba (although she ate most of her pickings!). Now she enjoys
hearing stories of pioneer gardening from her Baba and Papa over a bowl
of raspberries & cream. In addition to gardening, Lindsay dedicates her
time to hiking in mountainous regions of the world, birding, baking &
watching reruns of The Great British Baking Show.

Share your interesting stories & ideas—become a Contributor!
Edmonton Horticultural Society needs to hear from you! Gardener’s Gate is looking for new stories to
share about the world of gardening.
Contact us at communications@edmontonhort.com to share your story.
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SPRING CALENDAR
Dreaming of Travel with Elaine
Rude
6:30 pm – 8:30 pm | Online

MARCH
MAR.
8

Take an armchair virtual trip to
Victoria, BC for a garden tour- register now.

Growing Resilience During the
Pandemic
7:00—8:00 PM | Online
Edmonton Seedy Sunday
9:00 AM —12:00 PM | Online

MAR.
21

MAR.
29

Join Ron Berezan as we discuss resilience
through gardening.

Learn about seed saving & more.

Backyard Birds
6:30—7:30 PM | Online

Letting Plants Be Plants
6:30—7:30 PM | Online
Join Dr. Cahill in understanding
behaviours of our garden plants.

MAR.
24

MAR.
31

Join Brian Stephens to learn more about
birds common to your backyard.
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APRIL
Alberta’s Native Bees
6:30—7:30 PM | Online

APR.
6

Learn about life cycles and habitat needs
with Megan Evans.

Cultivating Culinary
Mushrooms
1:00—4:00 PM | Online

APR.
18

Tara Stephen demonstrates three different
methods of growing mushrooms.

Planet & People Friendly
Backyards

6:30—7:30 PM | Online

6:30—7:30 PM | Online

MAY
10

Learn how to grow lady slipper orchids of
Western Canada.
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7:00—8:30 PM | Online

APR.
14

Brian Keating explores the rejuvenation of
Waterton and its amazing wildflower display

Sustainable Edible Gardening
7:00—8:00 PM | Online

APR.
26

Join Janet Melrose to learn how to develop
a sustainable & edible garden.

MAY

MAY
5

Caring for our planet and people starts right
in our own backyards.

Cypripedium Culture

A Story of Waterton Post-Fire
Blooms

Speaker Series
7:00—8:00 PM | Online

MAY

MAY
31

Adele Goodwin will present novel ideas for
gardening—TBD.

How to...

Start Tomatoes & Peppers from Seed
By Jane Starr
Of all the plants that I start indoors, tomatoes
and peppers are my favourites. There are

thousands of varieties, old and new, and in my
house we eat all of them. Except green peppers.
Don’t tell me green peppers are food – they are
not. Let them ripen!
Disclaimer: I’m not a professional, I have no
formal training (although I do have MANY
gardening books) and there are loads of things I
don’t know. I can’t tell you which kind of lights

are best – the ones I have seem to work fine, but
I’ve never used anything else so I can’t compare.
Choosing Seeds
Obsessing over catalogues and websites, going to greenhouses and Apache seeds and fondling
packets, reading descriptions of colours, shapes, and flavours, dreaming – it’s lovely. Narrowing
down what I want to grow is hard! I choose what I like to eat and cook with. I use only a fraction of
the seeds in any packet, so each year I still have packets from previous years, plus all the new ones.

This is how I ended up starting 72 kinds of tomatoes in 2020. It was excessive, and I’m cutting back
in 2021. I only have 57 varieties and I might not grow all of them.
Wait
Yes, January is too early. February – also too early for tomatoes. Towards the END of February, I
will start peppers, because they take longer to get to a decent size than tomatoes do. I try to hold off
on starting tomatoes until the second week of March. It’s Edmonton. The average last frost date is in
May, so starting earlier means more work looking after the plants, and also they’re more likely to get

leggy. There are ways to cope with that, but much better not to have to do it.
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Assemble Supplies

My supplies:


Seed (of course)



Lights - I have a three tier light 
stand with fluorescent bulbs

from Lee Valley and a tabletop stand, also fluorescent,

that I got off Kijiji that goes
over two regular trays placed
end-to-end.



Timer to control the lights



Heat mat (the one I have
holds two trays)





Seed starting soil mix



Red plastic solo (beer) cup

Regular potting soil



Thin plastic (I re-use drycleaning bags, cut open so
they’re a single layer)

Plastic six-pack cells (small
cells- 2.5- 3 cm)
Plastic trays and various oth- 
er containers to hold the 6
packs


Plastic labels and a pencil to
write on them

Clear plastic drink cups

Podcasts and/or audiobooks



Fan

I re-use pots, trays, 6-pack cells, and plastic cups from year to year. If I’m not too rough they last a
long time. Washing them is a bit tedious, but that’s what podcasts are for. Trays and assorted sizes
of 6-pack cells are available in bulk at Apache Seeds. Lots of people like jiffy pellets and they work
well, too. I once bought a box of 1000, but after I
ran out I went back to using the plastic trays and
soil. I don’t like fishing the plastic mesh from the
jiffy pellets out of my compost.

Almost Time!
I match the older seed packets with saved plastic
labels from last year and make sure I have one
label for every potential plant. I used to start 6

plants of each variety, but I don’t have room for
that many (too many varieties!) so now I do four.
Write on the labels in pencil. Felt marker will fade
in less than a season, but pencil lasts as long as
the tag does, and it can be erased if I stop
growing that variety. If I don’t have enough saved
tags, I write new ones, and also do the ones for
the new varieties. The cat “helps” – so good of
him.
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Plant!

I start up a podcast, audiobook, or
CBC Radio One.
Fill a bunch of the six packs with
seed starting mix and stick them in
a tray with water. If the seed is new,
I put two in each of four cells and
then add the plastic labels. For
older seed, three seeds per cell.

They usually all sprout, so need
thinning later, but better all than
none.
When the trays are fully planted, I
evict the cat, put the trays on the
heating mat and cover with the thin plastic dry-cleaning bags to hold in moisture. Drying out is bad
for germination. The heating mat is optional, but germination is faster if I use it. Since there’s only
room for two trays on my heat mat, I fill those and then wait to start the next lot of seeds until the first
ones have sprouted. I might get another heat mat
this year. The heat mat doesn’t fit in the trays of
the light stand, so I use the tabletop lights until the
seedlings get moved off the heating mat. They
don’t need the light until they sprout, but they get
leggy and pale fast if they don’t have any when
they emerge.
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As soon as most of the seeds have sprouted, I

move them off the heating mats and into the big
trays of the three tier light stand.
Then there’s a long gap where I coo over them
and pull out any late-germinating extra plants,
and make sure they don’t dry out completely
(that’s bad).
This is also a good time to put the fan on the
seedlings for some of each day – the air

movement helps make them sturdier. I don’t
always do this.
Potting Up
Once the seedlings are putting roots out the
bottom of the six packs, I transplant into the
drink cups. Very important to poke holes in the
bottom of the drink cups. A carving fork works
well. I stack a bunch of cups together and do

them all at once. With tomatoes, the roots go right in the bottom of the cup and soil goes up to the
first leaves. Peppers I don’t plant quite so deeply but still deeper than the previous soil level.
If necessary, I pot up the tomatoes again into the beer cups. Bigger pots take up more space and I
sometimes end up with more than will fit under the lights so they are in windows all over the house,
and I have to find extra trays,
plastic bins, spare cat litter boxes,
etc. to provide water-proof
containers.
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Hardening Off

Once it gets close to planting time, I start hardening off the seedlings. This is to accustom the seedlings to being outside – stronger light, more wind, and more temperature fluctuation. If you don’t do
this they’ll get shocked by the change and may be stunted or even die when you plant them out.
Every morning I haul all the trays and other containers out to the back yard. Every evening, haul
them back into the garage. For the first few days, filtered sunlight (like under a tree) is best, and then
they can gradually be introduced to full sun. If it’s really windy I provide some sticks for support.

Planting Out
Usually I plant on or before the May Long Weekend. As with previous transplanting, I plant tomatoes
as deep as possible, and peppers a bit deeper than they were in the pot. If they need stakes, I put
those in at time of planting. Some years, I cover them with hot caps for extra temperature protection,
especially if I’ve been reckless and planted a bit earlier than is safe. Hot caps are great because it’s
easy to throw a frost blanket on top without worrying about crushing the small plants.
I keep one of each variety that I start. Extras go to relatives, neighbours, and friends, and often to the
EHS Spring Perennial Exchange. I hope this encourages you to try growing veg from seed!
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How to...

Build a Raised Garden Bed
By Lindsay Jarvis
One year ago, on a bitterly cold morning in February 2020, I began dreaming of my ideal raised
garden bed for our backyard. In my youth growing up on my parent’s spacious homestead, we had

always grown our own vegetables. All our neighbours had vegetable gardens. My Baba and Papa
had two vegetable gardens! Now in Edmonton, my husband and I wanted to build our own space for
vegetables.
The Plan
1) Location, location, location
Generally vegetable gardens should be located in full sun. We chose to build our bed in the sunniest
available spot: along the fence line with southern exposure.

2) Size Dimensions, & Design
Our home in Bonnie Doon has a long, narrow backyard: we planned our raised bed accordingly.
Plus, we were able to use our yard space economically: the narrow strip of earth between our
sidewalk and fence seemed like the perfect place for a garden. Ultimately the size and dimensions
of the bed have to work for your yard.
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Considerations


Don’t design your raised bed to be too wide: generally speaking, you should be able to reach
comfortably into your raised bed without having to step into it! Stepping/standing on your raised
bed can contribute to compacted soil.



The rule of thumb for a raised bed height is 12” minimum. This allows your plants to develop
adequate root systems to support healthy growth.



The larger the raised bed, the more you have to be concerned with stability.

3) Frame Options
There are many materials that you can use to build your raised bed, all with different pros and cons.
Common choices include wood, brick, and galvanized steel. We chose wood because it’s cheap and
readily available.
4) Specifications & Equipment
We planned a simple and sturdy design consisting of a frame 32’ long x 3.5’ wide x 12” high
fastened to robust interior posts. In order to ensure our bed would have good structural integrity, we
chose to use 2” thick boards, 4”x4” interior posts to frame the boards, and 3” deck screws (see
diagram below).
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Supplies & Equipment


18 pieces of 8’L x 6”W x 2”H lumber



3’ Level



16 pieces = length of the frame (blue).



Shovel



2 pieces = width of the frame (pink). Since we wanted our bed to be
3.5” wide, we planned to cut each 8’ board into two 3.5’ lengths (with
1’ left over per board).



Rake



Circular Saw



Safety glasses



Cordless drill/driver



1 piece of 10’x4”x4” lumber to serve as posts (green)



80 3” long deck screws: With a 2” thick board + 4” thick post, we wanted 
to use a 3” deck screw (which seemed difficult to find; everyplace has 2” 
screws. We eventually found some at Home Hardware).


The Build
1) Remove Everything
Before building, prepare the space for the
raised bed. You’re going to want to build the

frame in place, so ensure you have removed
anything that may get in the way of
construction, e.g compost piles, yard waste,
plant pots etc.
N.B. You do not have to kill or remove grass
prior to building. When filled with dirt, any
existing grass under the raised bed will be
smothered and die off naturally. Don’t use

garden fabric either!
2) Grade the Surface (optional)
Since we chose to build our raised bed
abutting our fence, we wanted to ensure that
the bed would not lean against the fence. We
took approximate measures using a 3’ level
and noticed the earth’s surface sloped
downward toward the fence. To remedy this,

we regraded the surface, shoveling and raking dirt around until it was level.
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Tape measure & pencil
Angle square
Lots of Dirt

3) Measure, Mark, and Measure Again!

Follow the old adage: measure twice, cut once. After
measuring the lengths according to the specifications in
our design, use an angle square to pencil a straight line
marking where to cut. Measure everything again to
ensure accuracy.
4) Cut all Lumber Down to Size
Safety first: know how to use your tools, and don’t forget
safety glasses!
5) Build Frame
For the easiest assembly, build your frame in-place where
you intend it to be. Since our design was long and
narrow, we constructed the two long sides first, then
affixed the ends.

Construct long sides first...

...then attach the ends.
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6) Fill with Compost & Dirt

First, calculate the amount of soil you need by entering
your bed’s dimensions (in feet, not inches) into this
formula: Total cubic yards = (LxWxH)/27. Here’s the
calculation in action for our raised bed:
(32’L x 3.5’W x 1’H)/27 = 4.2 cubic yards of dirt.
Alternatively, many landscaping companies have a cubic
yard calculator on their page.

7) Plant and Enjoy!
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Transitioning Your Front Yard
to Permaculture
By Elizabeth Atherton-Reid
You know the excited feeling you get when you’re sharing ideas about gardening and you feel that
spark of a new idea for your own garden? I felt that after talking to Melanie and Sean Hoffman.

The Hoffmans have been interested in the problem of climate change and became focussed on food
waste as one of the major problems. Sean heard about Permaculture and then took a course from
an online company called Udemy.
Melanie and Sean live near me in Brookside and last summer I was walking along their street one
day and noticed their grass had disappeared and other things were growing. A sign read Spruce
Permaculture so I knew it was going to be interesting.
I don’t walk in that area often so it was fall before I talked to Sean out in his sunny west facing front
yard. By then they had already been harvesting food from the vegetable area of their new garden,

just in one season. They have a concrete sidewalk down the middle of the yard, and the north side
of the yard is becoming their food forest and the south side is their vegetable garden.
From Grass to Vegetables
Gardeners often use the
lasagne technique to kill the
grass to create a garden but
Sean and Melanie wanted to
be able to plant right away, so

they dug with a shovel,
chunked the sod and followed
up with a rototiller. They
covered the soil with
newspaper and straw and
created pathways using
burlap, cardboard, and cedar
mulch.
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Melanie had started some veggie
plants in her living room window,
and she poked holes through the
mulch to plant them and planted
seeds the same way. They grew
potatoes, several varieties of corn,

zucchini, spaghetti squash, cucumber, radish, beets, carrots, tomatoes, beans, peas, broccoli,
spinach, kale, and brussel sprouts.
They started creating their food forest at the end of summer, treating it as an ecosystem which
mimics nature. Within three to five years it should be like a natural forest and the only maintenance
trimming trees. In that
area they have dug a
swale (ditch) which
captures rain and releases

it slowly into the
surrounding soil. The food
forest will have apples,
pears, strawberries,
Saskatoons, haskaps,
buffalo berries, sea
buckthorn, cranberries,
beak hazelnuts, and
asparagus.
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Trees are planted on the north edge, and then

bushes and asparagus close to the sidewalk.
The ground is covered with mulch for now but
eventually fallen leaves will make it look like a
forest floor. Sean is learning about cover crops
and will use them in both sections. This coming
year they will be introducing some flowers for
pest control.
Hugelkulture

On each side of the yard, Sean and Melanie
created a Hugelkultur which translates roughly
from German as ‘mound culture’. Each trench
was dug six to eight inches deep and one foot
wide. The one in the veggie area was twenty
feet long and the one in the food forest was
twenty-four feet. They put rotten firewood in the
bottom and then branches, twigs, upside-down sod, compost, straw and topsoil – basically any kind
of biomass they had on hand. The rotting of this biomass provides heat and nutrients for years. It
also holds moisture and the mound creates extra planting surface.
In fall, they used a ‘chop and drop’ method of disposing of dead foliage, thus providing winter
housing for beneficial wasps and ladybugs. In the spring, they
will accommodate the ladybugs by waiting for the temperature to
rise above 10 degrees before they rake up any leaves.
For now, the backyard will remain a play area for their three year
-old daughter but eventually they expect to grow more food, and
may even raise chickens. Meanwhile, they are excited to see a
nice little eco system happening in just one season.
Sean and Melanie are extremely interested in community
building. They intend to build a patio out front where they can sit
in the evening and talk to the people walking by who are
interested in their garden. They say there are basically two
reactions: people who glance at the garden and scowl and
people who are curious and want to ask questions. They like the
second kind as they hope to inspire others to do something

similar.
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New Trends at Edmonton
Greenhouses
By Susan Parker
To me there's no better feeling when one goes to check out the greenhouses after a long winter to
see what's new in the plant world. Back in the 1980's when I first started working in a greenhouse
there were five standard colours of petunias to choose from for your gardens. Today we have a

tremendous variety to choose from, I'm sure that the plant breeders enjoy trying to outdo each other
every year.
Last year we saw an amazing number of people take up gardening for the first time, especially
growing vegetables and I can see that trend continuing again for 2021. On my travels around the
local greenhouses I have noticed that a lot of the seeds are selling fast. Due to supply and demand
most of the greenhouse staff that I spoke with were unsure that once the seeds were sold that they
could be replaced again.
So, what's new over at Arch Greenhouse? Again the multi line combinations are back, I love

these! It takes the guesswork of what plants to put together for your containers and hanging
baskets. Main Street Coleus is new this year. I like this series as it's good for sun or shade. One
that I particularly like is called Beale Street (pictured). It's the first ever Coleus to be named as a
AAS winner. The rich red colour does not fade and can be grown
anywhere from sun to shade. Another new Coleus that looks
interesting is called Le Freak. For those that like Bidens there is a
new one called Sun Drop Double Yellow. I do like Begonias. They
add so much colour to a shady area and I see that there's a new
one called Double Delight with an intense yellow colour.
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Calibrachoa (million bells) have another new series called Cha -Cha the diva hot pink looked quite

striking. There was a sweet annual Dianthus called Super Trooper which came in four colours, these
will bloom for you all summer with some dead heading. An interesting plant that I saw at Arch
Greenhouse was a Rex Begonia Vine (cissus discolour).
This plant has a distinct leaf colour and shape (pictured,
right).
Another favourite is the Ipomoea (sweet potato vine) they
also have a new colour out called Red Heart. Colocasia
(elephant ears) look like they will be popular again. The
one that caught my eye was called Black Sapphire Gecko
(pictured below).
For anyone who loves blue flowers like I do there's a new
hanging basket with three varieties of petunias in it: Night
Sky, Sky Blue and White Petunia. Tropical plants are very
much in demand this year, I like to put mine outside in the
summer always trying to create my own tropical paradise.

Perennials along with my trees and shrubs are
the bones of my garden, here's a few new ones
for our zone: Achillea Firefly, Allium Serendipity
Aubrieta Rock On, Leucanthemum Madonna,
Phlox Flame, Joe Pye Weed called Snowball
with white flowers, Sedum Rock N Grow.
Boogie Woogie, Veronica Moody Blues Dark
Pink.
I also paid a visit to Greenland Garden Centre.
They will be having forty one new varieties of
trees and shrubs, these four sound interesting:
Mock Orange Illuminati Arch, False Spirea
Cherry on Top, Lilac Flowerfesta Purple and
Weigelia My Monet Purple Effect.
So what else is new in the gardening
world? Trees! Tree planting is near the top of

the list.
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Geometrical in the garden, variety is the trend and people are turning their beds into half moons,

triangles, and figure eight to complement the traditional squares, rectangles and circles. Container
elegance and Monochromatic planters are on a trend. Another trend is a black and white
combination with a splash of vibrant colour.
Edible Fruits. People are fascinated by the idea of being able
to grow food in their gardens. They are looking with interest at
patio fruits such as thornless raspberries, blueberries and ever
bearing strawberries. Haskap, sea buckthorn and goji berries
are all on the Interest list.

Planting from Seeds. There is a growing interest in doing it
yourself from scratch. This trend goes hand and hand with
growing vegetables. At home in the garden. A growing trend is
to extend our indoor spaces outdoors with comfortable
furniture, cushions and tablecloths. Ornaments are eyecatching, some of them are practical for feeding the birds or
bee houses.
Herbs are still popular and people are growing more varieties. There is also a trend towards more
exotic veggies from other countries.
Bees in the Garden. People are more aware of the importance of pollinators in their gardens.
The bees will be happy with the colour trend this year; they are often attracted to purple and violet.
No two years are the same and there's always something new to look forward to. Each year we find
ways to enjoy our surroundings, especially during the past year! People are turning more and more
to the garden to find a balance in their lives.
I wish you all a happy gardening season. Just remember that the sun, rain and the insects don't give
a hoot about the pandemic, they'll come to your garden just the same.
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Gardener Profile: Lisa Neuls
By Debbi Dickson

Lisa clearly has a passion and a knack for all things horticulture as she placed first in 6 categories in
the 2020 garden competition:


Decorative Front Garden



Edible Garden



Decorative Back Garden



Water Garden



Mixed Perennial Bed or Border



Single Container

Like many gardeners, Lisa began gardening alongside her mother, Florence Nieberding. Florence
began gardening alongside her own renowned gardener/homesteader mother and so on. Can you
see the pattern!
When Lisa was very young, she had free rein in designing the garden plot on the acreage where
they lived. Lisa remembers creating shapely paths and making triangles and lines in pleasing

patterns. As a little girl, Lisa spent many hours outdoors, playing and planting in the soil.
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After a hiatus from gardening, Lisa was able to return to gardening when she and her husband Rick

bought their home in St. Albert. Lisa had high expectations that very first summer planting up the
beds. Lisa recalls: “What an education I received. Everything was miniature land. Nothing grew
taller than 3 inches and there was no harvest. Very disappointing!” However, after receiving sound
advice from both her Mom and her Dad to “Amend the soil!’ the next summer the garden proved to
be a jungle and very bountiful.

Since that rewarding summer, Lisa says “the garden bug had bit me” and my appreciation for
healthy soil was cemented. Lisa talks of when The City of St. Albert used to have a drive through
free compost give-away. Citizens were limited to 4 bags of compost per household. However, Lisa
was intent on having good compost and she drove through three times in one year. The second time
she went through she bribed the workers with homemade cookies and the third time she went
through it was in disguise… sunglasses and a cotton ball moustache. I am not sure she fooled
anyone.
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In 2020, Lisa was able to spend extra time in her garden as she was off work due to the pandemic.

Usually in the month of May, Lisa accompanies her three boys on international and provincial
volleyball tournaments
which take her away
from her lovely garden.
Lisa credits the
phenomenal gardens of
the EHS garden tours
and open gardens as
being pivotal in the
inspiration for her own
garden. After seeing the
ponds and possibilities in
other yards, Lisa and her
husband Rick decided to
reinvent their own
backyard. All the labour
intensive hardscaping was done by Rick. The retaining walls, the boulder moving, the digging and

building and the installation of the magnificent water feature. Year by year a new project/area was
completed and finally after 22 years the garden was finished. Lisa says that “Every garden is unique,
and has a completely
different feel
reflecting the artist
that tends it”. Lisa’s
yard does just that. It
tells a story, from the
well-tended front
yard filled with an
enchanting array of
lush, healthy plants
to the inviting
entrance to the back
yard, the journey
down the path, with
the hockey stick

trellises in the veggie
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garden, to the tiered backyard garden with a fire pit strategically located in front of the raised pond

and the waterfall from the little creek that feeds it. All of these things contribute to a sense of
adventure and then relaxation!

Lisa’s yard has been nominated several times for the Cultivating Front Yards Award in St. Albert and
in 2014 Lisa’s yard won first place.
Lisa received her Master Gardener Certificate from the University of Alberta Botanic Garden in 2011
and is actively involved with the EHS as a volunteer with the Valley Zoo Gardens.
Lisa generously shared
her garden with EHS
members last summer by
hosting the first Open

Garden of 2020. Thanks
so much Lisa!
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Garden Escapades: A Visit to
the Chelsea Flower Show
By Lori Marquardson
Gardens have figured in my life to varying degrees. As a child, I was my mother’s pea-sower and as
a teen, the grass-cutter. Gardens became more peripheral as I spent over twenty years living an
itinerant, apartment-dwelling lifestyle abroad. And then came my watershed moment. I moved in

with my future husband, who had a house with a blank-slate backyard. In the process of trying to
create our own little oasis, I became obsessed with all things “garden.” While I have always enjoyed
visiting gardens on my travels, doing so has now become de rigueur, with those in the U.K. the
focus of many trips. So it was just a matter of time before I’d make the pilgrimage to the Chelsea
Flower Show.
The Chelsea Flower Show (CFS), organized by the U.K.’s largest gardening charity, the Royal
Horticultural Society, is the flagship event of the organization’s six flower shows, which are held
throughout the country. Since 1913, with only a few exceptions, the CFS has been held annually

around the third week of May on the grounds of the Royal Hospital Chelsea in London.
On members’ Tuesday in both 2016 and
2019, I along with thousands of others
spent the next twelve hours fully
immersed in the sensory delights of this
horticultural trade show par excellence.
My first year, I had no idea where to
begin, and as I looked up befuddled at a
billboard-sized map near the entrance, a
volunteer suggested I head towards the
show gardens, the big attention getters.
These gardens, designed by well-known
names in the garden design and plant
world, take a year to bring to fruition and
can cost from $350,000 to over $1
million once you factor in the labour,
hardscaping, softscaping and marketing.
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Every aspect of design, planting and construction is meticulously attended to. Not only will the public

be sizing up the gardens, but also judges from the RHS, who bestow awards of excellence as well. It
is certainly no small feat to win a gold medal at Chelsea!
The number of show gardens varies from year to year depending on the availability of sponsors who
are willing and able to spend that kind of money. But there is great diversity in sponsorship ranging
from investment companies and banks (even RBC has
sponsored in the past) to cosmetic, travel, and beverage
companies, media outlets, and localities. Often a few smaller
entities will band together to sponsor a garden or a larger
company will work in tandem with a charity. The variety of
sponsors also means that there is great variety in the garden
themes and design concepts.
A whimsically entertaining garden delighted the crowd at The
Harrod’s British Eccentrics Garden (2016). Its typical English
cottage planting included roses, foxgloves, geraniums, poppies
and peonies and was playfully punctuated by various elements
coming to life including swirling conical bay trees, bobbing boxballs, pruning shears, and a moving window box adorning an
octagonal brick folly.
A more conceptual experience challenged visitors at the Winton
Beauty of Mathematics Garden (2016). Mathematical principles, in

Harrod’s British Eccentrics Garden

particular those of Fibonacci numbers
and spirals, underpinned the garden
design, which was organized around a
path in the shape of the infinity symbol.
Numerous plants such as lupins, aloe,

pines, and yucca showed the Fibonacci
patterns in their seeds, leaves and
structure. The mathematical building
blocks of nature were further emphasized
as a copper band, pierced with
mathematical formulae, emerged from
the ground like a seedling to become a
bench, then a stair banister and finally a
planter that swept around the top of a
belvedere.
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Winton Beauty of Mathematics Garden

The importance of trees for our gardens and our planet was at the core of the Resilience Garden

(2019). Araucaria araucana, Gingko biloba, and Juglans nigra were just a few of the species in this
garden forest that drove home the fact that our resilience in the face of climate change will come
from healthy landscapes full of diversity.
Since Chelsea is a flower show,
the focus is usually on the
plants, but sometimes the
hardscaping elements create the
biggest wow factor they did in
2019 with the Welcome to
Yorkshire garden. Meant to
capture the beauty of Yorkshire’s
countryside and canals, the
garden featured a reconstructed
canal lock complete with two
pairs of authentic old lock gates
and flowing water, a sandstone
lock keepers cottage, and dry

stone walls. The cottage garden
planting complete with a

Welcome to Yorkshire Garden

vegetable patch plus pollarded willows and an eight metre tall Acer campestre were lovely in their
own right, but the canal stole the show, and the garden won the People’s Choice Award.

There are also a couple of other categories of gardens, which, while smaller in size and number
each year, are just as exacting and challenging in their designs and plantings schemes. In the Viking
Cruises Mekong River garden (2016), you were whisked away to Vietnam and Cambodia, where a

small deck and garden lounger with a fishing-net inspired parasol sculpture were surrounded by
water and floating gardens of lush and exotic plants. Or look through a peephole in a 44-ton granite
cube in Antithesis of Sarcophagi (2016), and discover a miniature woodland of ferns, foxgloves,
anemones and willows--a world turned inside out by placing a garden inside a sculpture. A rural
Zimbabwe classroom surrounded by edible crops like citrus, papaya, and sweet potato, was created
in the Camfed Garden: Giving Girls in Africa a Space to Grow (2019). The vibrant reds, yellows and
greens of the exotic planting highlighted that a world away women are the agricultural backbone of
their communities.
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Viking Cruises Mekong River Garden

Camfed Garden: Giving Girls in Africa Space to Grow
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Over the years, the gardens have

become more creations of
environments, often representing
different parts of the world, rather
than something that you would be
likely to envision in your own
backyard. Yet there are still plenty
of wonderful ideas to inspire your
own garden aspirations.
The Great Pavilion is where you go
to really get your garden on!
Heuchera Huts

In a space covering three acres, around 500
exhibitors, including nurseries, specialty
growers, florists and educators, make you feel
like a kid in a candy store.
No matter what plant tickles your fancy, be it
acers, alliums, or astrantias; daffodils, dahlias
or delphiniums; or heucheras, hostas or
hyacinths--you will find specialty growers and
nurseries who have creatively displayed the

Daffodil Display

plants and leave you astounded at the

variety. All of the exhibits here are judged
as well. An elegant chaise lounge
surrounded by colourful peonies; rows of
small boats, each filled with a different
variety of clematis, beached on a bed of
sand; a flower-filled silhouette of the Queen
in celebration of her 90th birthday; your
daily servings of vegetables--every detail of
the plants and presentation is carefully

thought out.
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But there is still so much more to distract and entice you as you make your way through the

grounds. Around the Great Pavilion, numerous artisans present fabulous garden art: dancing water
features, gigantic driftwood
horses, funky fire pits,
quintessential bronze
boxing hares, and enticing
iron plant supports to hold
up anything you could
imagine. My favourites were
the vendors of garden
antiques, as well as the
charming glass
greenhouses that I salivate
over every time I flip
through a British gardening
magazine. Along Market Avenue, you can be easily tempted by the newest gardening gadgets,
clothing, and enough other cool garden paraphernalia to easily put your suitcase over the weight
limit for the flight home.

If you can find a spare moment to
sit and take in some sustenance or
to give your feet a rest, the people
watching at Chelsea is definitely a
treat. I squeezed in at a picnic table
near the Champagne and Pimm’s
tent and was intrigued by the
variety of humanity milling around
as I observed and eavesdropped.
What a range of ages, English
accents, languages, and outfits! I
had put on a floral sweater that
morning in honour of the occasion
but could not compete with some of
the men in their showy floral suits.
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Over the past pandemic year, many of us have sought more refuge in our gardens and in the act of

gardening. Even Chelsea was forced to adapt with a modified virtual version in 2020 and will do so
again in May 2021. But just as our world evolves, our gardens evolve, and we evolve; so does this
show. For the first time in its history, the in-person Chelsea Flower Show will be held in September
2021 welcoming visitors to an autumn extravaganza. And no doubt the designers and growers will
be as creative and inspiring as ever.
Go to rhs.org.uk for more information on the Chelsea Flower Show as well as the other shows
organized by the RHS.
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Since 1909, the Edmonton Horticultural Society has been
promoting gardening in Edmonton. We welcome
gardeners of all ages and skill levels to learn, share, and
grow with us.
We champion sustainable practices, promote urban
beautification, and encourage food gardening within
our communities and city.

Our member benefits include:
Admission to Speaker Series
Local discounts
Informative newsletters
Workshops
Garden tours
Plant exchanges
And much more…

Join us today!

Visit our website: https://edmontonhort.com/

Gardening—Edmonton Horticultural Society
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